Live animals
an airport’s perspective.
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Challenges

Collaboration

Standards

Investing
First things first
An airport in the heart of Europe
We further develop Brucargo as a leading logistics platform in Europe.
Challenges

Safeguarding animal welfare in transit and transport

Coping with late or missing information
Handling processes not aligned with animal needs
Changing and varying regulation and legislation
Environment and weather
Tackling challenges by Collaboration
Collaboration

- Community approach
- Local authorities
- Involving experts
- Lesson learned in other airports
- Internal alignment through strategy priority
Set out guidelines and standards
Guidelines and standards

- Local, federal and EU regulation
- Input and validation community
- Airport regulation
Supported by investing
Invest in Infrastructure Digitization
Infrastructure

From necessity to successful operation

1. Identify the needs
2. Research and design
3. Construction and follow-up
4. Operation and development
Infrastructure

Identify the needs

- Central location
- Adaptivity
- Customer centric
- Futureproof
- Flexibility
- Efficiency
Infrastructure

Research and design

• Matching an architect to a project
• Mapping possible scenarios
• Futureproof
• Rules and regulations
• Experts advice vs. opinions
Infrastructure

Construction and follow-up

• Stay involved

• Keep questioning

• Check and double check

• Stay informed
Infrastructure

Operation and development
Invest in digitization
Veterinary Inspection App
The goal

- Organizing the inspections efficiently
- Registering key time stamps
- Eliminating paperwork
- Community quality dashboard
- Future proof
Slot Booking App
Freight Management App
Safeguarding animal welfare

Collaborative community
High standards
Bespoke infrastructure
Digital ecosystem

the preferred live animal Gateway
Thank you

Feedback, comments or questions?
Sam.quintelier@brusselsairport.be
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